
 

 

 
 
Hep C Equity and Burden  
 
In February 2017, the CIN identified several priority areas to focus on in the following 12 months, 
one of those priorities being to Increase program equity and services for HIV and hep C 
throughout BC (with a focus on increasing hep C programming equity in BC). 
 
At the CIN’s September 2018 meeting, CIN members determined, from 5 options, 3 priorities that 
the group will focus on over the next 18 months.  One of the options considered was the existing 
“Increase program equity and services for HIV and hep C throughout BC” priority.  The following 
questions were posed on the flip chart in relation to that option: 
 
Is equity necessary? 
Is the burden the same? 
 
We think those are great questions and appreciate that they were raised - thanks!  In this note we 
give you PHCNs perspective and hopefully open ongoing discussion.   
 
First, in terms of equity specifically, we want to be clear that we are not necessarily talking about 
an investment equal to HIV or setting up organizations and programs and services and research 
that mirrors that of the HIV world in BC.  That, to us, more aptly describes equality, where the 
scale is balanced with identical investments.  
 
Rather, equity in this context means starting with the notion that every person living with hep C in 
BC be identified, linked into care and offered treatment, along with the support, information and 
resources that the community can provide.  So, it is about a commitment at all levels to properly 
assess what is needed to mobilize the health system and community-based organizations to 
identify, link into care, assess, monitor, treat and support all people living with hep C in BC.  
 
The point is, HIV and HCV are two different viruses that play out differently in terms of disease 
and how the virus impacts people’s health and their lives.  
 
And burden informs equity as well.  
 
The BC Hepatitis Tester’s Cohort (BC-HTC) data tells us that 73,000 people (in 2012) were 
confirmed to have chronic hepatitis C in BC.  BC-HTC also tells us that: 

● Among British Columbians tested for HCV, positivity rates are highest in those born 
between 1945 - 1964 (baby-boomers) 

● Newly acquired infections are mainly occurring in younger birth cohorts 
● People who seroconvert represent those with ongoing transmission risk, commonly 

coinfected with HIV and/or HBV, socio-economically marginalized and living with serious 
mental health conditions and addictions 

https://bchtc.med.ubc.ca/
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● As of 2013, only 27% of 1.2 million baby boomers in BC, have been tested for HCV (data 
not shown on the poster) 

● As slightly less than 75% of baby boomers remain unscreened, one-time screening 
initiative targeted to baby boomers could identify an estimate 20% - 44% of undiagnosed 
infections. 

● Syndemic approaches that consider co-infections and socio-economic vulnerabilities are 
urgently required to identify, treat and support British Columbians living with HCV 
 

About the high-prevalent, low-incidence group (baby-boomers): 
● Around 50,000 of the 73,000 living with chronic hep C (CHC) in BC are in the baby-boomer 

cohort 
● Most have had the virus for decades 
● As mentioned above, many baby-boomers in BC remain to be screened for hep C; 

reasonably, some will have undiagnosed chronic hep C. 
● Some 20,000-people diagnosed in BC, likely mostly in this cohort, are lost to care 
● Leading to drastically increased rates of decompensated cirrhosis (from nearly 0 per 

100,000 in 1990 to around 35 per 100,000 in 2016) 
 
A 2014 Canadian Journal of Gastroenterology and Hepatology article Burden of Disease and Cost 
of Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Infection in Canada  concluded that “Although the prevalence of HCV 
in Canada is decreasing, cases of advanced liver disease and health care costs continue to rise.” 
(Emphasis added.) 
 
Drawing from that study, the Canadian Liver Foundation further points out that,  
 

“Based on 2013 health care costs, it is estimated that a male, 35 to 39 years of 
age, will incur a future lifetime cost between $51,946 to $327,608, to treat his 
chronic hepatitis C infection, with clinical markers ranging from no fibrosis to 
requiring transplantation.”  

 
In terms of the argument to find and treat all people with hep C (or not), it’s important to understand 
that while not every person living with CHC ends up with liver disease, there is no way to predict 
who will.  Further, 
 

● The drug cost of curing hepatitis C is much less now than when new DAAs were first on 
the market 

● People with hep C can have health and life impacts at no or low levels of fibrosis 
● The costs in the study do not account for lost wages over a lifetime or societal cost of 

supporting a person with a chronic, progressive illness 
● Treatment is a cure 
● A sustained viral response (SVR) means disease progression halts 

 
And what about the younger, high incidence, lower prevalence group? 
 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24839620
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24839620
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24839620
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Year after year, new hep C infections and diagnoses are with people who use drugs.  BCCDC 
data shows the most recent annual HCV incidence rate to be ten times that of HIV.  Ongoing, 
intensive, comprehensive services and supports across the continuum of care and support 
addressing the range of health and social issues make up both the prevention and care of hepatitis 
C in this group.  We further posit that: 
 

● Hepatitis C can be viewed as a secondary predictor of HIV infection among people who 
use drugs, with lack of accessible harm reduction services being the first (or injection drug 
use that involves sharing drug use equipment) 

● As such, programs like STOP should prioritize finding and engaging those living with 
hepatitis C into the full range of services available (both as hepatitis C treatment and 
prevention and as an HIV prevention intervention) 

● Treatment itself is a valuable prevention tool 
● Early treatment = improved health outcomes (less liver disease and HCV sequelae)  
● To fully realize hep C treatment benefits, treat hep C in individuals as early as possible 

and as often as necessary 
 
While there is no way to account for the impact hep C has on a person’s health, identity, social 
life, ability to enjoy life and contribute to their families and communities those impacts are 
nonetheless real and deeply experienced. 
 
Again, to the question: is equity necessary? We hope this short paper illustrates the necessity.  
Does that mean we mirror precisely the response to HIV?  No.  It means we – health system and 
health care providers, community organizations, peers – do what is necessary to reach, treat and 
support all British Columbians living with this virus, regardless of source of infection or current 
lifestyle.  Baby boomers, people from endemic countries, people who use drugs, people who are 
or have been to prison, Indigenous men and women, youth.  Everyone.  To do otherwise means, 
for many, dying from a treatable disease or (and possibly ‘and’) passing the virus on to others.   
 
 
Pacific Hepatitis C Network is committed to enabling the primary role of people with HCV lived 
experience in all aspects of provincial, regional and local responses to hepatitis C. 
 
 


